
NEW

AVION  DESIGN  –  ISKOS-BERLIN

A childhood fascination of Zeppelin airships gliding with steady 
grace across the sky, has inspired Iskos-Berlin to create Avion. 
Despite its substantial size, the large oval pendant hovers playfully 
in the air, ready to change its direction to suit your desire. The 
pendant light is made of polyethylene and emits a soft, diffuse light 
that creates a cosy, natural atmosphere in the room. Avion can be 
arranged in a regular formation or as a dynamic pack. Similarly it can 
be suspended in one line to mark a passage through a building.
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PRODUCT  NAME DESCRIPTION LIGHT  SOURCE ENERGY  LABEL ELECTRONIC  CONTROL  GEAR

AVION  Pendant  -  E27 Polypropylene, ABS/PC E27 max 2x100W A++, A+, A, B, C, D

AVION  Pendant  -  2x42W Polypropylene, ABS/PC GX24q-4 2x42W A A1 BAT

AVION  Pendant  -  DALI Polypropylene, ABS/PC GX24q-4 2x42W A A1

PRODUCT  NAME DESCRIPTION

AVION  Adjustable Canopy White lacquer

 FACTS 

MATERIAL Polypropylene, ABS/PC.

INSTALLATION 
Suspension: White pvc cord 2 x 0,75mm2. Cord and wire length: 6 m. Canopy: White. Ceiling attachment: Chrome. 
Use an adjustable canopy to easily rotate and change the direction and the inclination of the pendants.

CLASS IP20, Class of insulation II.

342 mm

850 mm

PENDANTS   13
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